
Appendix 1: GERS referral criteria 

Modifications to the original criteria to reflect joint Colleges’ recommendations and 

the over-arching NICE treatment guidance mean than referral for IOPs <30mmHg will 

be based on specific age and CCT levels as follows: 

 

Single referral criteria 

 IOP >30*mmHg confirmed at a second visit.  If IOP >35mmHg then no 

confirmatory measurement is necessary. 

 Unequivocal pathological cupping at the optic nerve head. Abnormal 

neuroretinal rim configuration. Large cup, taking into account the overall size 

of the disc. Notched neuroretinal rim.  A >0.2 asymmetry of cup to disc ratio.  

The existence of a disc haemorrhage merits closer inspection for early nerve 

fibre loss. Refer for an optic disc haemorrhage through GERS only where 

there are additional optic disc and/or other indicators of glaucoma. 

 Visual field loss consistent with a diagnosis of glaucoma, confirmed at a 

second visit. If explained by other disc or retinal pathology to be referred as 

such and not through scheme. 

 

Combined referral criteria 

 IOP, age and CCT criteria aligned with the NICE treatment algorithm as 

tabulated below. Although in NICE (2009) some patients have treatment 

offered at >32mmHg, the more cautious referral criterion of >30mmHg is 

used within the scheme where CCT is increased. 
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 Raised IOP (age related criteria) plus an optic disc appearance suspicious of 

glaucoma or optic disc asymmetry 

 Glaucomatous optic disc and corresponding visual field defect (IOP not 

raised) (no need for confirmatory measures). 

 

Additional referral criteria 

 Optic disc change over time e.g. increase in cup size, change in the rim 

appearance, or the occurrence of a new haemorrhage (documented within 

the scheme.)  Refer for an optic disc haemorrhage through GERS only where 

there are additional optic disc and/or other indicators of glaucoma. 

 Anterior segment signs of secondary glaucoma (e.g. pseudoexfoliation) with 

raised IOP (age-related criteria) on two occasions 

 Suspected narrow-angle glaucoma (symptoms of sub-acute attacks or 

occludable angle and raised IOP  

 Emergency referral for suspected angle closure glaucoma should be made 

directly to emergency secondary care services such as MREH Acute Referral 

Centre or Emergency Eye Centre.  

 In the event of an unusual clinical presentation or for those patients <40 

years of age suspected of having developmental glaucoma, GERS 

optometrists should ring the hospital for advice on referral.  
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Appendix Table 1 

  CCT 

  >590       

  Micrometres 

  555–590   

  micrometres 

 <555  

  micrometres Any 

 IOP    

(mmHg)  >21-25  >25-29  >21-25  >25-29  >21-25  >25-29 

 

 >30 

  Referral    No     No     No 

 Refer  

 if <60 

 Refer  

 if <65 

 Refer  

 if <80  Refer 
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